Crew 6

Roots:Belonging
What does it mean to
belong?

Humanities

Belonging

The History of Slavery

African Slavery

What does it mean to belong?

I can recognise that slavery has

The History of slavery in Africa

Rights of the child unicef

happened throughout history.

before the transatlantic trade.

Diaspora

Cradle of

Healthy Relationships

The origins of

Human Kind

What makes a healthy relationship?

man

I can

Human Rights

I can

identify the

recognise

remains and

spread of

history of

Humankind

man

PHSE
STEM

Tranatlantic Triangle

Art and

I can identify the growth in the

Design

slave trade and the routes taken.

Banksy

Intentions and Motivations
How can I identify peoples good

Liverpool’s Role

intentions? How are some people

I understand that Liverpool

exploited?

played a role.

The Middle Passage and Working

Paul

Conditions

Curtis

I can recount the horrific journey
and conditions for a slave.

Study of
political

Evolution and Inheritance
I can understand key inherited traits, I can
recognise how we constantly adapt and evolve.
Benin and Western Africa
I can describe the ultural
development in Africa
African Culture and
Representation in Liverpool

Liverpool’s Role

Aboliton

I can recognise the legacy of

I can identify the different

slavery in Liverpool

opinions for and against slavery

messages

and how this led to abolition.
Evolution

Intentions and Motivations

I can explain the theory

Standing up to inequalities. I can

of evolution and explain

recognise key figures including

the beliefs in society, and

Martin Luther King and Nelson

challenges that brought

Mandela

through
art and
graffiti.

Consequences of the Slave Trade
I can understand the
consequences of the slave trade
and the influence

I can demonstrate here
we see African influences today?

Final Legacy

Contemporary Slavery

Respect for different communities

For our legacy, we can create a mural that represents

I can explain the different forms

I can recognise cultural diversity
and the evolution or our
community

our understanding offend emotions towards racism and
inequalities.

of modern day slavery and the
exploitation of vulnerable people.

blame African Caribbean white diaspora enslavement African black goods trade survival reggae respect honour masters victims remembrance freedom commemoration
resistance cargo anger European music boycott grassroots ignorance dehumanisation culture campaigning justice equality religion sugar responsibility

